An inherent limitation of human visual system research stems from its reliance on highly controlled laboratory conditions. Visual processing in the real world differs substantially from such controlled conditions. In particular, during natural vision, we continuously sample the dynamic environment by variable eye movements that lead to inherent instability of the optical image. The neuronal mechanism by which human perception remains stable under these natural conditions remains unknown. Here, we examined a neural mechanism that may contribute to such stability, i.e., the extent to which neuronal responses remain invariant to oculomotor parameters and viewing conditions. To this end, we introduce an experimental paradigm in which intracranial brain activity, a video of the real-life visual scene, and free oculomotor behavior were simultaneously recorded in human patients. Our results reveal, in high-order visual areas, a remarkable level of neural invariance to the length of eye fixations and lack of evidence for a saccaderelated neuronal signature. Thus, neuronal responses, while showing high selectivity to the category of visual images, manifested stable ''iconic'' dynamics. This property of invariance to fixation onset and duration emerged only in high-order visual representations. In early visual cortex, the fixation onset was accompanied with suppressive neural signal, and duration of neuronal responses was largely determined by the fixation times. These results uncover unique neuronal dynamics in high-order ventral stream visual areas that could play an important role in achieving perceptual stability, despite the drastic changes introduced by oculomotor behavior in real life.
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In Brief
Podvalny et al. studied neural dynamics evolution along visual hierarchy during real-life visual experience in human. They found content-selective, stable dynamics, which were invariant to eye movements and unique to high-order visual cortex. These results indicate one plausible mechanism for perceptual stability in natural vision.
INTRODUCTION
Despite rapid progress in uncovering how functional selectivity and dynamics of human visual responses change along the visual hierarchy [1, 2] , a fundamental limitation in this research is its strict dependence on highly artificial and controlled sensory stimulation. This problem is particularly acute in the visual system, where incessant and very rich oculomotor activity drastically affects the sensory input [3] [4] [5] . Nevertheless, our perception is stable. We do not perceive movement or displacement due to large eye movements, such as saccades. Furthermore, once a high-level stimulus (e.g., face, object, etc.) is under fixation, recognition is not hampered by oculomotor-induced instability of the retinal image due to tremors, drifts, fixational eye movements, blinks, small movements of the head [6] , or the dynamic nature of the stimulus. Thus, to understand the neural mechanisms of perceptual stability, one must examine the neural dynamics as they evolve along the visual hierarchy under such natural viewing conditions.
Controlled laboratory conditions are clearly far from simulating the rich and complex visual behavior in real life, which is dominated by perpetual self-initiated eye movements, dynamic allocation of attention, expectation, and interaction with other sensory modalities. In recent years, visual system research has begun to move away from highly artificial viewing conditions and toward investigation of free-viewing paradigms. For example, using rich sensory stimuli such as movies, content-selective neural activity [7, 8] and a spatial distribution of face-selective regions [9, 10] have been confirmed in high-order visual cortex. Visual search paradigms [11] [12] [13] have contributed to understanding the temporal dynamics in response to free fixations and their comparison to controlled conditions. The naturalistic approach has also provided information on similarities between numeric processing in real-life and experimental conditions in human parietal cortex [14] . However, a description of neural dynamics along the visual hierarchy using task-free viewing of naturalistic stimuli and their comparison to controlled laboratory paradigms remain missing.
Another research direction toward uncovering the visual processing in the context of oculomotor dynamics has used experimentally controlled saccades measurements with artificial stimuli and a static naturalistic background. Saccade-related firing rate attenuation was observed in monkey V1 using simple artificial stimuli [5, 15] , in contrast to previous studies, where little saccadic influence on stimuli-driven responses was found [4, 16, 17] . However, these paradigms, performed in trained monkeys, under highly controlled experimental conditions, fall short of exploring visual responses during truly open-ended interactive and voluntary behavior. Furthermore, these studies focused on responses in early visual cortex, while the development of natural responses along the cortical hierarchy remains unknown.
Here, we addressed these major limitations by studying neural processes associated with perceptual stability in a dynamic, real-life visual environment. Our subjects were engaged in free visual behavior, their eye movements were spontaneously generated, and their behavior was unrestricted by experimental task or instructions. Using a mobile recording setup, we monitored intracranially recorded electrocorticographic (ECoG) signals, audio-visual inputs, and oculomotor behavior in parallel in patients implanted with recording electrodes (for clinical indications unrelated to the present study). We then compared the extent to which the response dynamics under such natural viewing deviated from those obtained separately under controlled laboratory conditions in the same patients.
Specifically, we tested the hypothesis-derived from a series of previous experiments using highly controlled stimuli-that, in contrast to the stimulus-dependent responses found in early visual cortex, high-order representations respond with stereotypical ''ignition'' dynamics, in which the temporal profile of the response is stable and largely invariant to viewing conditions and stimulation parameters [18] [19] [20] . Our results show strikingly stereotypical response dynamics in high-order visual areas, which were content selective but independent of eye movements. The temporal dynamics of responses under natural viewing conditions were unaffected by the duration of the retinal stimulation during different eye fixations. By contrast, the responses in early visual areas were highly sensitive to retinal stimulation parameters and oculomotor behavior. These results indicate that duration-invariant, iconic dynamics in high-order visual areas might be a plausible component of perceptual stability during natural viewing.
RESULTS
We recorded and analyzed electrophysiological signals from 705 intracranial electrodes in seven patients undergoing monitoring for epilepsy surgery (see Figure S1 ; Tables S1 and S2; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). While electrodes were placed according to clinical guidelines, the great majority lay outside the seizure onset zone, many in areas important for sensorimotor and cognitive function for the purposes of functional mapping. The recordings were conducted under two conditions: first, a conventional flash stimulation (FS) procedure for functional selectivity mapping, in which images belonging to seven categories were flashed briefly (for 250 ms), interspersed with 750-ms blank periods ( Figure 1D ). Subjects were instructed to hold central visual fixation and were engaged in a one-back memory task. Next, subjects were monitored in a natural viewing (NV) condition: they were fitted with mobile eye-tracking glasses (Figure 1A) , which recorded their eye movements with infrared eye cameras and the visual scene in front of them with an outwardfacing video camera. The recordings were conducted in a single session that lasted as long as a patient was willing to wear the glasses or needed to switch to other medical or experimental procedures (31.1 min ± 13.8 min; Table S3 ). Subjects were allowed to behave freely while wearing the mobile device and engaged mainly in interactions with family members and hospital staff, as was evident in the video recordings.
Based on the FS experiment, we identified 138 visually responsive electrodes, showing the well-documented signature of early and high-order visual responses (Figure 2A ), all of which lay within relatively normal brain areas outside the seizure onset zone [21, 22] . The analysis focused on the power of broadband high-frequency activity (HFA; 50-150 Hz) of the ECoG signals that we and others have previously shown to be linked to firing rates in human [23] and macaque [24] cortex. The electrode locations were divided into early and late category-selective electrodes according to their anatomical location, HFA latency, and significantly different responses to faces versus other categories (i.e., ''non-faces'') [19, 21] . Figure 2A illustrates the location and types of the electrodes as they were defined in the present study. Surprisingly, most of the face-selective electrodes were found in the left hemisphere, despite previous reports of bilateral face selectivity with some lateralization based on handedness [25] [26] [27] . However, it is important to note the non-uniform electrode coverage, which has been dictated by clinical needs: five out of seven patients had electrodes in the left hemisphere (Figure S1 ; Table S1 ). For the NV condition, we extracted video frames corresponding to each eye fixation (''fixation frames'') and detected faces in an 18 3 18 region around the fixation point ( Figure 1B ; Experimental Procedures). Example HFA time courses in early and face-selective visual electrodes in both behavioral conditions are presented in Figure 2B . Late responsive visual electrodes were tested for category selectivity, i.e., difference in responses to face and non-face categories; area under the curve (AUC) in a 100-to 500-ms time window since event onset was tested for each electrode (t test, p < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected). All visual electrodes are shown on the unfolded cortex map, and most of the electrodes are visible also on the inflated brain inferior view. A, anterior; L, left; R, right; P, posterior. STS, superior temporal sulcus; TOS, transverse occipital sulcus; IOS, inferior occipital sulcus; CaS, calcarine sulcus; CoS, collateral sulcus. (B) HFA time-course example (2 min) for face-selective and early electrodes (white arrows on the map in A) in NV and FS paradigms. Each fixation time was indicated with the same color as used in Figure 1C (orange, face; yellow, nearby face; and gray, no face). See also Figures S1 and S2 and Tables S1 and S2.
Neural Responses in Early Visual Cortex Are Sensitive to NV Input Parameters First, we aimed to quantify how low-level parameters of the retinal stimulation-particularly, fixation contrast and duration-affected visual responses in the NV paradigm. Since NV conditions were task free, our strategy in analyzing the NV visual responses was to relate the HFA activity to the timing of eye fixations. To uncover potential effects of difference between two successive retinal images, we defined the fixation contrast as the absolute difference between corresponding pixels of each of two consecutive fixation-frame ROIs (regions of interest; see Figure 1B ; Experimental Procedures), and defined three contrast groups: low, medium, and high contrast (see Figure 3A) . Figure 3B depicts the HFA activation locked to the fixation onset for the three contrast groups. We found a significant fixationrelated biphasic deviation from baseline in all three groups. The initial response phase included a negative dip at $40 ms, followed by a positive peak at $120 ms. To evaluate the possible impact of our 50-ms smoothing procedure (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures), the data were recalculated without smoothing. The results remained unchanged (see Figures S3A-S3C).
We tested the difference between the three contrast groups for each time sample (n = 375), and it was significant in the continuous time range of À60 to 192 ms ( Figure 3B , gray area, one-way ANOVA, p < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected), with larger absolute amplitudes of both the peak and the dip at higher contrasts. Interestingly, despite the significant change in response amplitude at the three contrast levels, the temporal profile remained essentially unchanged. This can be appreciated by examining Figure 3C (colored lines), in which the three responses were normalized to the same peak amplitude. The peaks were identified as the maximum point within 300 ms following stimulus or fixation onset. Note the clear overlap of the descending phase of the response at all contrast levels. Next, we examined the possible effect of fixation duration: i.e., how long gaze was maintained on the target before initiating a second saccade. Figures 3D-3F show the results of this analysis. Grouping the responses by fixation duration ( Figure 3D ) revealed that the neural responses in early electrodes were sensitive to fixation duration: short fixations (<150 ms) elicited smaller amplitude responses compared to medium and long fixations ( Figure 3E ). Importantly, unlike changes in contrast, longer fixations were associated with a more persistent response and longer decay times ( Figure 3F , colored lines; see arrows).
We explored the fixation-related activations separately for small (2 -10 ) and large saccade amplitude (10 -40 ) ( Figures  S3D-S3F ). Small saccades induced a stronger negative peak See also Figure S3 and Table S3. in the range of 18-136 ms after saccade onset than larger saccades did, and stronger positive peak modulation was observed in the short range of 180-190 ms (two-sample t test, p < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected). When time-locked to saccade offset, the difference between small and large saccades was significant in the range of 20-56 ms and 110-140 ms (two-sample t test, p < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected). Note that the saccade-related modulation (i.e., the difference between small and large saccades) was much smaller than the modulation by fixation contrast (compare to Figure 3B ). Examining the possible correlation between contrast and fixation duration revealed a small negative relationship (r = À0.07, p < 10 À32 , Pearson correlation). However, the functional significance of this small effect remains to be studied.
Comparison of Artificial and NV Conditions in Early Visual Cortex
An important aim of the study was to compare the neuronal responses during artificial and natural viewing conditions. Figures 3C and 3F show a direct comparison of the temporal profiles of neural response in artificial (FS; black line) and NV (colored lines) experiments, revealing clear distinctions between these two viewing conditions. Two main differences were particularly prominent (significant differences between groups for each time sample indicated by the gray zones, one-way ANOVA, p < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected). First, the negative dip in response clearly observed in the NV was absent in the FS condition. Second, the NV responses were more transient, even for long fixation durations that outlasted the FS stimuli duration (250 ms). We did not find significant differences in the rising phase of the response (90-132 ms) between the NV and FS conditions. Given the continuous nature of the visual input stream during natural viewing, we expected higher baseline amplitude in NV responses compared to FS, where the pre-stimulus period was a static gray screen. Indeed, comparing the baselines across the two conditions, quantified as average HFA within 150 ms prior to fixation/event onset, confirmed this hypothesis. Figure 4A depicts the relationship of baselines in the NV and FS conditions for all electrodes in early visual cortex. We observed consistently higher baseline during NV compared to FS (0.39 ± 0.005, p < 10 À15 , two-tailed paired t test). Despite this consistent ''baseline shift'' during NV, there was a significant correlation between NV and FS baselines (r = 0.88, p < 10 À14 ) across early visual cortex electrodes. Comparison of the HFA peak amplitudes during NV and FS again revealed a high correlation between the conditions (r = 0.9, p < 10 À16 ). The absolute HFA amplitude of the NV dip was still significantly higher than FS baseline amplitude (0.37 ± 0.03, p < 10 À14 , two-tailed paired t test). Interestingly, in contrast to the difference in baseline activity levels, peak responses showed no significant difference between the two paradigms ( Figure 4B ).
Face-Selective, High-Order Visual Cortex Defined by Artificial Stimuli Is Selective to Faces that Appear in Real Life during NV Next, we examined to what extent the category selectivity of high-order visual electrodes revealed by sensory stimulation using traditional laboratory techniques was maintained under natural viewing conditions. To that end, we identified all faces in fixation-related video frames ( Figure 1C ). To rule out potential interference from prior face-related activations, we chose only fixations that came after a fixation to a non-face (i.e., no face was detected in the previous fixation-frame ROI) and frames where fixation coordinates were within the rectangle of a detected face (i.e., under central fixation). Frames with detected faces that were not under central fixation (faces in the periphery) were not included in this analysis (but see Figure S5 ). To rule out possible contrast-related confounds, the non-face fixations were matched in contrast to face fixations (see Experimental Procedures), leading to the same distribution of contrasts for face and non-face fixations. Figures 5A-5D compare the responses to faces versus non-faces during the NV and FS conditions. By their mode of selection, face-selective electrodes (Figure 2A ) showed higher selectivity to faces than to non-faces during the FS condition ( Figure 5A ). Importantly, these electrodes maintained their selectivity in the NV condition ( Figure 5B ). Unlike the FS condition, in which low but significant responses were observed for the non-face categories, in the NV condition, the non-face frames failed to elicit a significant response (see Figures 5A and 5B, insets). Excluding images of animals and body parts from a non-face category did not affect the significant response to non-faces in FS face-selective electrodes ( Figure S4 ). However, it should be noted that, in the FS condition, the non-face images were carefully selected and represented distinct visual categories, while in the NV paradigm, non-faces were defined as all fixation frames that did not include faces, not necessarily including any distinct category of stimuli. To examine whether category selectivity extended also to high-order, non-face selective electrodes, we conducted a similar analysis on electrodes showing preferential responses to non-faces compared to faces during the FS condition (see Experimental Procedures; Figures 2A, 5C, and 5D ). In the NV condition, the electrodes responded significantly to non-faces (p = 0.0072, one-sample t test) but not to faces (p = 0.76, onesample t test); however, there was no significant difference between the categories (p = 0.24, two-sample t test).
Neural Responses in High-Order, Face-Selective Cortex Are Invariant to Fixation Duration As in our analysis of early visual electrodes, we examined the extent to which high-order, face-selective electrodes were sensitive to the duration of fixations-in this case, for faces ( Figure 6 ). To that end, fixation durations were grouped into long (>250 ms) and short (<250 ms; see Figure 6A ). Figure 6B depicts the result of this analysis for four example electrodes. The average response for the group of all face-selective electrodes is depicted in Figure 6C , and the normalized peaks are depicted in Figure 6D (colored lines). In contrast to early visual electrodes, high-order, face-selective electrodes NV responses showed a remarkable invariance to fixation duration. We tested all time Figure S4 and Tables S3 and S4. samples of fixation duration groups and found no significant points (p > 0.2 for all time samples, two-sample t test). In addition to duration invariance, and in agreement with prior results using fMRI [28] , face-related activity dynamics in high-order cortex were invariant to fixation contrast ( Figures S5A and S5B) .
While testing the response to faces that were not under central fixation, but that were close to fixation ROI edges (i.e., in the peripheral visual field), we found reduced amplitude of the response ( Figure S5 ). Smaller amplitude activations were found in response to within-face fixations (e.g., when saccade from eyes to mouth is made) and were accompanied by slight adaptation-a decrease in absolute HFA value with number of fixations on the same face ( Figures S5E and S5F) .
Furthermore, comparing the temporal profile of the responses during NV and FS conditions also revealed a substantial overlap of temporal profiles (compare black lines with colored lines in Figure 6D ). No significant differences were found between the fixation-duration groups and the FS responses to 250-ms face stimuli (one-way ANOVA, p > 0.05 for all time points). Thus, our results show a striking change in the response properties of early versus high-order, face-selective electrodes, moving from high sensitivity to stimulus parameters and viewing conditions (i.e., comparing NV and FS) to a substantial invariance to such parameters, both within different NV fixation durations and when comparing between the FS and NV conditions.
High-Order Cortex Shows Baseline Shifts but Similar Peak Responses across the Viewing Conditions
Finally, we examined possible changes in baseline and activation peaks of the high-order electrodes across the FS and NV paradigms. Figure 7 depicts the results of this analysis for the face-selective and non-face-selective electrode groups. For both groups, the NV baseline was significantly higher than the FS baseline (p < 10 À3 , paired t test; Figures 7A and 7B ). The activation peaks (in response to the preferred stimuli for each group), however, were essentially identical in the FS and NV paradigms for both the face-selective and non-face-selective groups (Figures 7C and 7D) .
DISCUSSION
In the real world, we actively sample an ongoing stream of visual information through voluntary eye fixations. However, the vast majority of our current knowledge about vision and perceptual stability comes from reduced and largely passive laboratory conditions. In the present study, we directly compared visual processing in artificial and natural viewing conditions, across the cortical hierarchy, in order to shed light on the neural mechanisms underlying stable perception.
Stimulus-Driven Dynamics in Early Visual Cortex Were Sensitive to Oculomotor Parameters
In early visual representations, our results reveal a strong biphasic modulation of neural activity produced during experimentally unrestricted eye fixations in natural viewing conditions. These fixation-related responses were dependent on low-level features of ), averaged over all face-selective electrodes (n = 11). Between-groups difference was assessed with a two-sample t test for each time sample; no significant difference was found (p > 0.05 for all time samples).
(D) Comparison of response dynamics to faces in NV and FS paradigms. HFA was normalized by peak amplitude; no significant differences were found between the groups (one-way ANOVA, p > 0.05). See also Figure S5 .
the incoming visual information: contrast changes and duration. The suppressive signal was generated only in natural viewing conditions, and the amplitude of the drop in neural activity was affected by the difference in retinal image between two successive fixations ( Figures 3B and  3C ). The appearance of a dip prior to fixation in the NV may hint at an extra-retinal effect [4, 5, 29] . However, to fully establish the presence of such effect would require better retinal stimulus control, such as measurements conducted in complete darkness. Next, the rising phases of the biphasic response (90-132 ms; Figures 3C and 3F) were indistinguishable within the NV condition at different fixation duration groups. In the FS condition, this rising phase completely overlapped with the initial earlyresponse phase. This positive peak modulation is consistent with previous well known reports in monkeys performing a fixation task [30, 31] and human studies in laboratory conditions [28, 32] . By contrast, the declining phase of the response (>130 ms) was greatly affected by fixation duration time: the responses were more persistent for longer fixations. Nevertheless, responses during NV were substantially more transient compared to those during FS (see Figures 3C and 3F) , even for long fixation duration (>300 ms), which was longer than the FS presentation duration (250 ms). Interestingly, there was a clear dissociation between the peak activations and the temporal profiles of the responses. In particular, despite significant changes in response amplitude, the declining phase of the responses in NV was largely indistinguishable across contrast groups (Figure 3, colored lines) .
The fact that response duration was linked to fixation duration ( Figure 3F) suggests that the response transiency may be related, at least partially, to oculomotor factors. However, extra-retinal factors clearly play an important role in limiting the response durations in NV conditions, since response duration following FS was significantly longer than that observed for similar, or even longer, fixation durations in the NV condition (compare colored and black lines in Figure 3F ). Indeed, in natural viewing, the very fast timescale of early visual areas may be affected by the continuous nature of the input stream, where the end of processing of one visual sample requires an almost immediate processing of the next. Early visual response is initiated as fast as $70 ms in both NV and FS, while the response is terminated at $400 ms in FS (see Figure 3F , black line). In NV, the visual system cannot accommodate such a long timescale, as after one fixation ends, it must produce a response to the next fixation. Indeed, we observed a second response peak in the fixation-related activity when grouped by fixation duration ( Figures 3E and 3F, colored lines) . Further research will be needed to clarify the source of these transient responses specifically linked to the NV conditions.
An important additional component of oculomotor behavior is microsaccades [33] . Unfortunately, the frame rate (60 Hz) and spatial resolution of the eye tracker (0.5 ) were not sufficient to explore the impact of microsaccades on neural signals.
The powerful dependence of neuronal responses on fixation duration (during which incessant microsaccadic activity was likely to occur) suggests that the impact of microsaccades may be secondary to that of larger magnitude saccades. However, further research, with improved eye-tracking capability, is needed to fully resolve this issue.
''Iconic'' Dynamics in High-Order Visual CortexInvariant to Eye Movements or Viewing Conditions In sharp contrast with early visual cortex, electrodes in higher order, category-selective visual cortex revealed a stereotypical dynamic profile that remained largely unchanged, despite low-level changes across fixations and when changing from FS to NV conditions. The well-documented face selectivity previously described in laboratory conditions [19, 25, 34, 35] was maintained in responses to faces appearing in real life ( Figure 5B ). Unlike neural dynamics in early visual cortex, the temporal profile of the face-related neural responses was not affected by fixation duration in the NV conditions. Furthermore, comparing the temporal profiles of NV and FS revealed no significant difference (Figures 6B-6D ). The absolute peak responses were remarkably maintained, showing extremely high correlations across conditions (r = 0.94) and no significant difference in peak amplitude (p = 0.61; Figures  7C and 7D) .
Overall, unlike early visual cortex, higher order cortex showed a remarkable ''immunity'' to the drastic changes in viewing conditions associated with the shift from the artificial FS to NV conditions. To realize the effectiveness of these invariances, consider the numerous factors that differentiate the laboratory from the natural viewing conditions. In laboratory conditions, stimuli are well isolated categorically, while participants observe them passively with minimal eye movements. By contrast, in the real world, visual stimulation is complex, with many simultaneously presented and overlapping image categories. The acquisition of the image is often self-initiated through voluntary saccades toward the target of interest. Furthermore, in the FS condition, the stimuli were presented abruptly and maintained statically for a fixed duration (250 ms) with high-contrast switching from a blank field to the target image. By contrast, during the natural viewing condition, the images-e.g., faces-were far from static, continuously moving in the visual field, and were occasionally foveated for variable fixation durations. Despite all these striking differences, the triggered responses in high-order visual representations remained remarkably invariant and did not show a significant change either in latency or decay time (see Figure 6 ).
It could be argued that, merely by chance, the physical stimulation parameters were identical in our flash stimulation laboratory experiment to those that occurred upon target fixations during the natural viewing condition. However, this possibility is refuted by the fact that the same invariance of response dynamics was evident also within the natural viewing condition itself when comparing long versus short fixations. It is important to note that each such fixation was terminated by a profound retinal blur produced by the rapid saccade so that the relatively stable presentation time of the fixated targets greatly varied across different fixation durations. However, response dynamics when comparing long versus short fixation durations were strikingly similar ( Figure 6 , colored lines). This is in clear contrast to early visual electrodes, which showed a significant dependency on fixation duration and significant distinction between the NV and FS conditions.
Nonlinear Interaction between Baseline and Stimulus-Related Neural Responses
The continuous streaming of visual stimuli in natural viewing likely accounts for the positive baseline shift evident across visual cortex compared to FS ( Figures 4A, 7A, and 7B) . A simple explanation for this higher baseline may be that it was due to continuous retinal stimulation as the patients shifted their gaze from one object of interest to another. However, additional factors including attention and expectancy might have played a role. For example, the baseline activity might have been affected by potential targets of the next fixation [36] or by peripheral visual stimuli ( Figure S5 ). It should be noted that, when comparing peak responses in individual electrodes between the FS and NV conditions, the correlation shows a unity slope. This may appear surprising, given the different stimuli presented during these two conditions. However, it should be remembered that the correlations reflect average responses across diverse exemplars in both conditions. Furthermore, there was a large range of signal-to-noise ratios across electrodes, which likely dominated the scatterplots. Under such diverse response strengths, the unity slope merely reflected the recording stability over the sessions.
Despite the large differences in sensory input between the NV and FS experiments, the average response peak amplitude ( Figures 4B, 7C , and 7D) was indistinguishable between these conditions. In addition to low-level differences, an important high-level difference between the face stimuli in the two viewing conditions is familiarity. However, it has been shown that highorder visual areas demonstrate similar evoked responses to faces of strangers (as used in the FS condition) and personally familiar faces (i.e., family members, who were often present during NV) [37] . Given the differences in baseline neural activity, this finding may suggest a nonlinear ''ceiling'' effect, with an upper bound on the peak response amplitude, reducing response variability across the FS and NV conditions. Thus, our data support the notion of nonlinear interaction between baseline and stimulus-related neural activity [18, 38] .
''Ignition'' Dynamics as a Plausible Mechanism Underlying the Iconic Responses What could account for the remarkably invariant stereotypical temporal dynamics revealed in high-order cortex? A plausible explanation for this temporal profile could be that these responses are largely driven by internal circuit dynamics that, once triggered, follow a stable dynamic trajectory [39] independent of external stimulus conditions. We have recently hypothesized that high-level visual responses are characterized by a non-linearly generated burst of ''ignition'' activity, which can far outlast the stimulus duration parameters [18, 19] . The present results extend this concept to the real world.
One outcome of the self-activating nature of the ignition process concerns the response dynamics following the termination of visual stimuli. As can be seen (Figure 6 ) in the FS paradigm, the duration of the neuronal responses outlasted the duration of stimulus presentation (250 ms), even when the response latency is taken into account. Interestingly, some hints of a similar persistence mechanism were also observed in early visual electrodes (see Figure 3) , albeit with a faster decline in dynamics. However, it should be noted that rapid suppression, possibly of extraretinal origin, was evident in the NV, but not in the FS, condition.
Furthermore, such ignition events could underlie a ceiling response, which may account for the remarkable similarity in peak responses across the NV and FS conditions. A plausible adaptive advantage of such iconic dynamics is that they may allow for effective recognition performance, despite the extremely noisy and dynamically varying stimulus conditions characteristic of most natural viewing conditions. However, the precise mechanisms by which such invariant representations are accomplished in spite of changing environmental conditions have only begun to be elucidated [40] .
In summary, our data suggest that stable ''iconic'' dynamics in high-order visual cortex might constitute one neuronal mechanism for perceptual stability in natural viewing. We demonstrate the feasibility of obtaining and analyzing electrophysiological signals directly from the human brain during natural viewing conditions with no controlled experimental protocol. These signals reveal a striking shift from early visual, stimulus-driven responses to iconic transient responses in high-order visual areas, which appear to be immune to brief changes in the incoming optical signals. These iconic responses point to a dominant role of intrinsic circuitry in determining response dynamics despite rapid changes in external sensory stimuli.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES NV Conditions
All participants provided informed consent under the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki, as monitored by the Feinstein Institute for Medical Research's institutional review board. Oculomotor signals were recorded during patients' natural behavior. No behavioral tasks, stimuli, or instructions were given during the recording. To record eye movements and the external scene, we used ETGs (SensoMotoric Instruments), which included a frontal scene camera (960 3 720 pixels, 30 frames per second [fps]) and two cameras capturing the subjects' gaze with a tracking range of 60 horizontal and 46
vertical, a sampling rate of 60 Hz, and a tracking accuracy of 0.5 . The ETGs were connected to an SMI acquisition laptop with iViewETG software (version 2.2). Fixations were detected with an SMI ETGs event detection algorithm from BeGaze (version 3.5.101), as remaining samples after saccades and blinks detection. To calibrate, subjects were asked to fixate briefly on three anchor locations in the room, in the approximate depth of field in which they were expected to look during the experiment (typically between their hospital bed and wall). We used a custom-built trigger box that generated a pseudorandom binary sequence of electrical pulses that were sent simultaneously to an SMI acquisition PC laptop and ECoG amplifier trigger channel (sequence period of 254 s; pulse interval, 2-14 s).
Fixation Frame and ROI
For each fixation, a single frame was extracted from the video at half time of the fixation duration (FFmpeg, version 2.8). A frame ROI was defined around the fixation center (maximal size of 300 3 300 pixels, $18 , constrained by video edges). Fixations out of the frontal scene camera acquisition range were not considered.
Fixation Contrast
Fixation contrast was computed as the absolute difference between two ROIs from two consecutive fixations' frames and normalized by number of pixels, thus resulting in a positive value between 0 and 1: where x is a fixation-frame ROI, at fixation t, which is an N 3 N 3 3 matrix that includes pixel intensities using the RGB (red, green, and blue) color model. N is the ROI size (N % 300).
Face Detection
Faces were detected in each fixation-frame ROI using the Viola-Jones algorithm (MATLAB, Computer Vision System Toolbox) with a pre-trained classification model composed of weak classifiers, based on the classification and regression tree analysis (MATLAB, FrontalFaceCART). Each fixation frame was inspected by an observer using a graphic user interface (GUI) that was developed for this aim (MATLAB). The GUI allowed the viewing of fixation frames with a drawn face rectangle as identified by the algorithm and had two options: (1) false detection correction-the deletion of a frame defined as containing face when, in fact, there was no face in the frame; and (2) false-negative correction-drawing a rectangle around a face that was not detected by the algorithm. Once the procedure was completed, our data did not include false-positives or false-negatives generated by faulty algorithm detection (Table S4) . 
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